Gaussian processes are supervised learning tools. Just like Supervised Artificial Neural Network, Gaussian Processes distill data structure from real data. However, since there are some disadvantages of Gaussian Processes, this research introduces Genetic Algorithms to obtain the optimal parameter values for Gaussian processes in order to improve the learning capabilities on forecasting real time series financial data. This improvement could increase the learning speed and avoid the pre-setting of parameter values which affect the forecasting results.
Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANN) [1] perform general purpose non-parametric regression and are modeled on an abstraction of real neural networks. They are supervised learning machines i.e. they require a set of training data on which an answer has previously been given. With respect to forecasting, we typically train on historical data and attempt to predict the future using what has been learned about the past.
However, the open questions before using this learning tool, including parameter settings, numbers of neurons in hidden layer, etc., affect the precision and accuracy of the results seriously. These open questions create a disadvantage for applying Artificial Neural Network to realistic problems since people should use trial-and-error strategies to build a powerful machine before it will be actually used. This disadvantage is serious when ANNs are applied to financial data forecasting because financial data are very complicated for learning mostly. To find the better forecasting tool, Wang et al [6] applied Gaussian processes (GP) [4] models to describe the data structure of financial time series data and used a learning method based on maximizing the likelihood of the data under the model to find the best Gaussian model for each data set. However, this likelihood learning method is not efficient for identification of the structure of complicated time series data because training requires inverting a matrix of dimensionality number of samples by number of samples; in this paper, we find another method to build Gaussian models for describing data structures.
Gaussian Processes
A stochastic process Y (x) is a collection of random variables indexed by x ∈ X such that values at any finite subset of X form a consistent distribution. A Gaussian Process (GP) therefore is a stochastic process on a function space which is totally specified by its mean and covariance function [4, 5, 7] .
Consider a stochastic process which defines a distribution, P(f), over functions, f, where f maps some input space, X to R. If e.g. X =R, f is infinite dimensional but the x values index the function, f(x), at a countable number of points and so we use the data at these points to determine P(f) in function space. If P(f) is multivariate Gaussian for every finite subset of X, the process is a GP (Gaussian Process) and is then determined by a mean function θ (x) and covariance function Σ(x). These are often defined by hyper-parameters, expressing our prior beliefs on the nature of θ and Σ, whose values are learned from the data.
A commonly used covariance function is Σ function:
This Σ function enforces smoothing via the l parameter. The σ y parameter determines the magnitude of the covariances and σ n enables the model to explain the data, y = f(x) + n, with n ~ N(0; σ n 2 ). Most commonly, we assume zero mean Gaussian processes, θ(x) = 0. Wang et al [6] used the training data to estimate the parameters of the model. Let γ be a generic parameter of the covariance matrix, Σ . Then [6] used the standard method of gradient descent on the log likelihood with t(x) as the target for training,
where γ is a generic parameter of Σ matrix, and so Then the trained Gaussian processes (GP) is used to predict new values, f * = f(x * ) for test inputs, x * using the fact that the combined distribution of all values is jointly Gaussian with
which leads to the predictive equations ( )
Thus the prediction method is relatively straightforward but the training method (to set the parameters l, σ y and σ n is much more computationally intensive.
Applying GP to Forecasting
An intuitive explanation for Gaussian processes is that this method tries to build a Gaussian model, which includes mean function, variance function and error function, and which best describes the relationship between the input data and the target values.
It is well-known [5] that the scalar product kernel
can model non-stationary data. However, this linear kernel only gives a linear response, but does provide the covariance matrix with a means of modeling a trend aspect. The squared exponential distribution of the last section has a local aspect which can create non-parametric regressions but does not model trend data; fortunately, the sum of two kernels is a valid kernel. Therefore, to predict data with local and trend aspects, such as complicated realistic financial data, we use a covariance matrix of the form
and have the parameters learned in order to best model the data. This means that we have to find the optimal parameters: l, σ y , σ z , and σ n .in (6) with
where (T Z ) ij = x i T x j . A GP trained using the log-likelihood method requires only training and validation data sets. When forecasting with artificial neural networks or similar machines, the historical time series data are split into three sub-datasets: training data, testing data, and validation data for this research. Each sub-dataset contains n input-target data samples (x 1 , x 2 , ….x p ; y). We make the assumption that, because the three sub-datasets come from the same time series data, the structures of these three datasets are assumed to be similar. The training data are used to train the algorithm to find the structure of time series data. The testing data are used to avoid over-training from training dataset. The validation dataset is used to evaluate the forecasting capability of a well-trained model. Therefore, at the end of each training iteration, the mean square error (MSE) between output of the model and target is calculated on both the training and test sets. If MSE has increased on the test set, this is due to over-training, overfitting the noise in the training data. The learning rate affects the quality of learning and performance seriously but there is no criterion to adopt the suitable learning rate. To applying GP to forecasting, the first open question is to choose the suitable model. The σ y part should be included in the Σ function to deal with trend data and the σ z part should be considered while data is stationary.
Since financial data may not exhibit permanent trend or stationarity, this research introduces both σ y andσ z , parts into covariance function and creates a learning process which will find the optimal parameters. If the model adopted is not suitable, the σ n will be large i.e. we are modeling most of the variance in the data as noise. Ideally we would wish to describe most of the variance in the parameters with the σ y and σ z variables. Note that e.g. σ y = 0 if the data is stationary. However initial experiments revealed that the ideal situation does not emerge. The parameters cannot be learned independently: the σ n are not small and the other parameter values are not realistic. Also while training with varied learning rates, the GP finds different parameter values and all these learned models can explain the training dataset but with different MSE. We therefore consider improving GP by independently adaptation of parameters so that the optimal value of each parameter is learned in such a way that it does not lead to another parameter being affected.
Other open questions before applying GP are identifying the learning rate and the initial values of each GP parameter. The learning rate must be adapted properly for effective and efficient adjustment of values of parameters. The initial values are also important for learning, e.g., if they are too far from the optimal values, this may lead to inefficient learning. Also the learning rate and the initial values of GP parameters influence each other. Since it is impossible to know the optimal initial values, researchers need to test multiple parameters to find suitable values before applying GPs for each time series dataset.
Therefore, the researchers have to decide the suitable Σ function and learning parameters before applying GPs to realistic problem by trial-and error experiments but the interaction among parameters makes this work difficult. In addition, as we have said, another disadvantage for GPs is that the computational requirements for GPs are great [6] . A 100 iteration learning on a simple dataset, with n=600 and p=10, takes more than 30 minutes. These time-consuming GPs make finding suitable parameters much more difficult. This disadvantage suggests the use of another fast learning method which does not involve taking a decision on the learning parameters ahead of time.
Since the objective of Gaussian processes is to find the optimal GP parameters for the model describing the data structure, we consider that a search algorithm could be introduced to search for the optimal GP parameters among many candidates. This research uses a Genetic algorithm to improve Gaussian processes in which no learning rate and initial point are adopted manually and the GP parameters achieve their optimal values.
Introducing GAs to GPs
Genetic algorithms (GAs) [2, 3] are methods for moving from one population of chromosomes to a new population by using a kind of "natural selection" together with the genetics-inspired operators of crossover, mutation, and inversion. Each chromosome consists of genes, each gene being an instance of particular "allele". The selection operator chooses those chromosomes in the population that will be allowed to reproduce, and on average the fitter chromosomes produce more offspring than the less fit ones. There are also many variants with the different genetic operators on the GAs. However, the structures of these refinements of GAs still follow the simple GA built by John Holland [3] . Given a clearly defined problem to be solved and a symbol string representation for candidate solutions, the simple GA iterates the process to reproduce/select the better chromosomes, to crossover chromosomes, then to mutate bits on these chromosomes.
The GA is an example of a search procedure that uses stochastic directed selection as a tool to guide a highly exploitative search through a coding of a parameter space. We could encode candidate parameters to chromosomes so that GAs can search the optimal parameter value for GPs. One possibility would be using the GA to determine the learning rate and initial values of GP parameters and then using the GP training process as it is. However, the computational requirements for this improvement are much greater than those for traditional GPs. Besides, the computational disadvantage for adopting parts of the covariance function still exists and the parameters l, σ y , σ z and σ n still affect one another during learning.
From a stochastic search viewpoint, a local fitness optimum may be due to less than optimal parameter values. This parameter set may describe the data structure but there may be another better parameter set which can explain the same data structure better, i.e., the global fitness optimum. The candidates of parameters may be so many that local fitness optima are often found. Therefore, we suggest replacing the complicated learning procedures of the GP by Genetic algorithms. We directly encode the GP parameters as chromosomes and apply evolution. This algorithm does not need the complicated learning process so that the computational requirements are decreased, but uses the core features of the GP with respect to supervised learning.
Four GP parameters l, σ y , σ z and σ n are binary encoded on the same chromosome. Each chromosome represents a candidate parameter set which means that all four GP parameters are searched for independently. However, since the "position bias" [2] -in this case where the parameter actually appears on the chromosome -is an essential feature of GAs, the simulated parameters may not be actually independent. One important aspect for encoding GP parameters is the precision of each real number for the parameter values. Because chromosome length, which determines the size of the search space, affects the search capability seriously, we define the parameters to be floating point numbers, i.e., each parameter occupies 32 bits. This representation enables GAs to easily find the global fitness optimum since the chromosome length is only 4*32= 128 bits.
This research chooses mean square error (MSE) between outputs of Gaussian model and targets to be fitness values. Therefore, this fitness function becomes smaller the better the GP models the data. The tournament selection operator is adopted in the GA procedures. To compare this improvement with ANNs or traditional GPs to forecasting, we also create sample training, testing, and validation sub-datasets from historical data. In each generation, MSE of all three sub-datasets are calculated and MSE of training dataset is the fitness value.
Discussion
GAs are introduced to replace learning procedures of GPs can resolve some open questions for GPs. However, the optimal GP parameters for training data might means "over-training" on training dataset, and so this parameter set might be less fit on the testing and validation data. Incorporating MSE on the test set into the fitness function is liable to lead to simply overfitting the combined training and testing set and so we must continually jump out of the GA optimization routines and test the current model on the test data. This gives us our criterion for stopping GA evolution.
The open questions and disadvantages of the GAs itself are also introduced into this improved Gaussian processes algorithm. However, since this search space is small and all chromosomes are evaluated independently, these disadvantages should not affect the search result seriously.
